This work evaluates the accuracy of Finite Difference (FD) methods when computing parameter sensitivities of badly-scaled DAE systems. Due to their simple implementation, FD methods are commonly favoured especially when the underlying mathematical model is a hard-coded sophisticated simulator. Nevertheless, FD methods may impose serious numerical problems even if FD step sizes and solver tolerances w.r.t. the order of the FD scheme are ideally selected. Judging the precision of the resulting parameter sensitivities is practically difficult. With the availability of powerful Automatic Differentiation (AD) tools for equation-based simulation languages like ADModelica, there is a new possibility to examine step sizes of various FD schemes, solver tolerances and the resulting precision for realistic large scale examples. This can be done by comparing numerical parameter sensitivities with highly precise analytical solutions using direct integration of sensitivity equation systems generated by AD techniques. It is shown with a realistically sized example that FD methods are actually more critical than assumed.
INTRODUCTION
In mathematical modelling, it is the whole package of sensitivity analysis, model validation, optimization and others which are needed to gain knowledge. In the context of DAE models, a significant computational part within all these applications is based on the computationally expensive task of computing parameter sensitivities. Formally, consider the DAE system: F (ẋ, x, p, t) = 0 , x(t 0 ) = x 0 (p) (1) where x(t) ∈ R n and p ∈ R m represent state variables and model parameters, respectively. Required are timedependent parameter sensitivities dx/dp(t) ∈ R m×n (or a subset of them). According to their mathematical definitions, these quantities describe the impact of a slight change of parameters p on state variables x and are very useful for carrying out the mentioned mathematical tools.
A straightforward way for approximating the sensitivities is realized by applying FD schemes to the numerical solution of (1), described in literature as the brute force or the indirect method. In contrary to other known methods such as the direct method (Atherton et al., 1975) , Greens function method (Hwang et al., 1978) and the polynomial approximation method (Hwang, 1983) , the indirect method does not require manipulation of the underlying model equations and it is applied in a black-box manner. The accuracy of the resulting sensitivities does not only depend on the step-size choices and the order of the selected FD-scheme but it also depends on the precision of the numerical solution of the DAE-system (1). Therefore, judging the accuracy of these approximated solutions is practically difficult for large-scale DAE systems.
Alternatively, direct integration methods which are realized by numerical integration of sensitivity equation systems can be employed. The accuracy of the resulting numerical solution is controlled by the underlying numerical solver. This work presents a way with which the setting choices of FD schemes, i.e. the step-size and the method order can be examined, especially in the context of largescale DAE systems. This is done by comparing the resulting parameter sensitivities of both methods together. This could be rarely done in the past because powerful AD tools for realistically sized highly non linear and badly scaled models were not available.
The rest of this work is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the indirect method and lists some potential numerical errors behind this method in the context of DAE systems. Section 3 introduces direct integration methods and summarizes common ways of integrating large sensitivity equation systems. Section 4 presents common AD techniques with which runtime performance computation of parameter sensitivities of large-scale DAE systems become practically possible. Section 5 demonstrates a benchmark for emphasizing the conclusions drawn in section 6.
PARAMETER SENSITIVITIES OBTAINED BY FD SCHEMES APPLIED ON NUMERICAL SOLUTIONS
It is well-known that even higer order FD methods impose serious numerical accuracy problems if FD settings together with solver tolerance are not carefully selected . Formally, assume that the numerical integration of equation (1) leads to the solution:
i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} , k = 0, 1, 2, ..
where |E i,k | < Tol R · |x i (t k , p)| + Tol A represents the local error within the approximated solutionx i,k to the true solution x i (t k , p) controlled by the given relative tolerance Tol R and the absolute tolerance Tol A at time step t k . Then by using Taylor series approximation, the required parameter sensitivities can be approximated as: dx i dp j (t k , p)
where e j ∈ R m is the unit vector with the j-th component equal to one and δ j is a small scaler value proportional to the value p j (e.g. δ j = ξ j ·p j by a user defined perturbation factor ξ j ). The implementation is straightforward and requires m+1 simulations of the DAE system (1). However, δ j needs to be carefully selected in order to produce accurate results. From one side, a very small δ j results in numerical errors in arithmetic division. From the other side, the choice of a large δ j leads to large numerical errors in the order of O(δ j ). In general, a higher-order Central Difference (CD) formula can be also employed (Eberly, 2001) . In order to perform a CD formula of order two (i.e O(δ 2 j )), parameter sensitivities are approximated as the average of equation (3) and the equation:
for each parameter p j . The difference between equation (3) (4) is used as a measure of the influence of the non linearity of the considered model on numerical errors in FD schemes as done in (De Pauw and Vanrolleghem, 2003) . In this study, it has been revealed that an optimal perturbation factor ξ j is both model-dependent and parameterdependent (an optimal value for ξ j is different for each parameter p j ). Applying CD scheme of order two requires 2m simulations. The higher the order of the FD scheme is, the more simulations are required. For instance for an FD scheme of order four such as:
4m simulations are required. Additionally, the used solver tolerances Tol {A,R} may impact the precision of the computed derivatives dx/dp as shown as follows. By substituting (2) into equation (3), the true derivative values become: dx i dp j (t k , p)
This implies that numerical errors in FD formulas should consider a choice of δ j which satisfies:
Hence an ideal choice of δ j should consider the tolerance values Tol A,R . From one side, a big tolerance value leads to low solution precision and limits the choices of δ j . From the other side, a very small tolerance leads to higher computational efforts and may excessively increase the runtime of the underlying solver. Additionally, an ideal choice for δ j is different for each variable x i , time step t k , the chosen tolerance and the parameter values p. However within the standard FD formula (3)
• δ j is constant through the whole simulation time course for all time steps t k • δ j is constant for all variables x i It is not surprising that there are situations shown in section 5 where an ideal choice of δ j is not found and FD results are inaccurate. This agrees with similar complaints reported in literature (Brenan et al., 1989) concerning DAE solvers employing FD schemes for computing the Jacobian, although more sophisticated algorithms for FD computation are performed with variable step-sizes δ j at each time step t k .
DIRECT INTEGRATION OF SENSITIVITY EQUATION SYSTEMS
Another way for improving the accuracy is to compute parameter sensitivities analytically. Namely, for DAE systems of the form (1) with differential index less than or equal to one, the corresponding parameter sensitivities can be computed by direct numerical integration of the sensitivity equation system consisting of the original DAE system (1) and the sensitivity equation subsystems obtained by differentiating all equations w.r.t. desired parameters:
where
The dimension of the whole system is equal to n + mn. The terms Fẋ, F x and F p depend on x solved by the original DAE system (1). Hence, the sensitivity equation subsystems (8) cannot be decoupled from the original DAE system (1). Integration of the sensitivity equation systems is usually inefficient and could be much slower than low order FD schemes. The reason is that the number of iterations required by the DAE solver for maintaining error tolerance may become excessively enlarged. Moreover, high-dimensional Jacobians need to be factorized for the solution process of the underlying Gauss-Newton scheme. Such direct way could be unreliable from runtime performance point of views. Nevertheless, the precision of the obtained parameter sensitivities can be controlled by the used DAE solver. Alternatively, many other methods for efficient integration of sensitivity equation systems exist and can be classified into two categories in which
(1) the sensitivity equation system is externally decoupled into smaller DAE systems for fast successive solution (Atherton et al., 1975; Dickinson and Gelinas, 1976; Dunker, 1978) .
(2) the Jacobian structure of the whole sensitivity equation system is exploited for improved integration and factorization. Decoupling is done internally at solver's iteration level (Caracotsios and Stewart, 1985; Maly and Petzold, 1995; Feehery et al., 1997) .
In this work, a modification of the method of (Dickinson and Gelinas, 1976 ) is employed. The DAE system (1) together with only one sensitivity equation subsystem (8) are integrated together. This requires the solution of m DAE systems each of size 2n. For the type of models used, further significant runtime performance improvement is achieved by integrating 8 subsystems together.
IMPROVING REPRESENTATION OF SENSITIVITY EQUATION SYSTEMS WITH AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION
In order to achieve further significant performance improvement, the representation of the sensitivity equation subsystems can be computed by employing AD techniques and tools (Griewank, 2000; Naumann et al., 2004) . AD is a methodology that refers to algorithmic techniques for semantic augmentation of numerical programs with additional code for computing derivatives. AD employs common compiler techniques to compute an efficient representation of analytical derivatives without the drawbacks present in explicit differentiation and FD methods. Within explicitly differentiated formulas, many common sub-expressions are excessively evaluated.
The following example is given in order to distinguish between AD and explicit differentiation. A typical equation system of a chemical reaction within a large biochemical network model would look similar to:
The corresponding sensitivity subsystem w.r.t. any parameter p using explicit differentiation techniques may become:
The terms S +I, 1/(S +I) and S/(S +I) are evaluated 6, 5 and 4 times at each single iteration within the DAE-solver. Additionally, the same terms appear in all sensitivity equations obtained by differentiating the kinetic equation (9) w.r.t. all parameters.
The key concept behind AD is that any mathematical function expressed as a program, no matter how complex it is, can be decomposed into a limited set of simplified binary equations composed of elementary operations (e.g. +,−,..etc.) and intrinsic functions (e.g. sin and cos). The derivative of each of these elementary operations can be computed by applying the chain rule to combine their local partial derivatives. Consequently, the resulting common sub-expressions are executed only once each iteration. Given equation (9) and using the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation shown in figure 1 , the kinetic equation and the corresponding sensitivity equation w.r.t. a set of parameters p 1 , p 2 , ..., p m can be represented with a gradient object v ′ together with only two temporary variables as:
where X ′ = (dX/dp 1 , dX/dp 2 , ..., dX/dp m ) T ∀ variables X and := corresponds to an assignment relationship between an output variable and an (a set of) input variable(s). The following table summarizes the number of FLoatingpoint OPerations (FLOPs) for one evaluation of equation (9) and its parameter sensitivities using all presented approaches for sensitivity analysis. (5) 8m 4m 8m 9m CA equation (10) 11m 3m 9m 8m AD example 5m 3m 9m 0
Hence, AD seems to be the most promising approach taking into account that division is computationally the most expensive arithmetic operation. Further advanced topics in AD aim at the efficient use of memory space by reusing temporary variables and exploiting potential sparsity in the Jacobian. These topics and further performance perspectives are out of the scope of this work, algorithmic details are given in (Griewank, 2000) . In summary, with AD techniques employed within advanced specialized integration methods computation of parameter sensitivities of large-scale DAE systems become possible. 
ADModelica: Automatic differentiation of Modelica models
The study carried out in this work is applied on models implemented by the common equation-based objectoriented language Modelica (Fritzson, 2003) . The Modelica language was initiated as a standardized specification for DAE-based models adequate for model exchange, multidisciplinary modelling and fast physical prototyping (Elmqvist and Mattsson, 1997) . It relies on universal modelling concepts with which the task of modelling becomes the matter of dragging, dropping and connecting icons together (Elmqvist, 1978) . Meanwhile, the modeller does not need to pay attention at mathematical details (e.g. index reduction of DAE systems with higher differential index). Common Modelica simulation environments are then responsible for compiling the high-level specification into efficient simulation code Fritzson et al., 2002; Nytsch-Geusen and et al., 2005) . For the task of computing parameter sensitivities of Modelica models, the tool ADModelica has been employed . ADModelica uses Modelica-based compiler techniques for computing sensitivity equations as a Modelica model. Modelica simulation environments are used for generating simulation code for computing parameter sensitivities.
BENCHMARK
As a benchmark, a DAE model corresponding to typical biochemical reaction networks describing the central metabolism of the Coryne bacterium is used. The system with 173 equations and 268 parameters is directly implemented in the Modelica language and is automatically generated by the software framework described in (Tillack et al., 2009 ). The simulation environment Dymola (www.dymola.com) is used for simulating the Modelica model relying on the well-known DASSL and LSODAR solvers. In this environment relative tolerance and absolute tolerance are equal by default and can be set by Fig. 3. E i,j of a state variable x i (t) ∈ [0.01, 0.11] w.r.t. a parameter p j = 0.5 for various tolerances and perturbation factors using FD scheme of order 2. Figure 2 shows ARE for a subset of parameter sensitivities using reasonable choices for FD-schemes. While a subset of parameter sensitivities can be accurately reproduced by FD, some of the parameter sensitivities are inaccurate. Employing FD-scheme of order 4 does not improve the accuracy. By taking a closer look into some of the inaccurate parameter sensitivities, it can be shown that there is no unique relevant choice appropriate for all parameter sensitivities. Figure 3 demonstrates the influence of solver tolerances on the accuracy of a specific approximated parameter sensitivity. While some FD-Scheme choices have produced reasonable results, some of these choices were not reliable for computation of another derivative w.r.t. the same parameter as shown in figure 4 . In this figure, the accuracy of the corresponding parameter sensitivity depends largely on the choice of the perturbation factor. An ideal choice of a perturbation factor is not the same among all variables w.r.t. that specific parameter.
Figures 5-12 show a comparison of parameter sensitivities computed using the direct and indirect methods with FD schemes of order 1, 2 and 4 applied on numerical solutions generated by the LSODAR solver. The values of the chosen parameters and variables as well as the used settings of some critical cases are summarized in table 5. The chosen benchmark reveals some situations where FD results are not accurate as shown in all cases except figure 9 (case e). This behaviour can be explained by equation (6) which implies that parameter sensitivities could be reasonably approximated by avoiding:
• big Tol (e.g. figures 5 and 7, cases a and c) • δ j ≈ Tol (e.g. figures 6 and 8, cases b and d)
• small δ j (e.g. figure 10 case f)
However even with apparently reasonable setting choices, figures 11 and 12 (cases g and h) still show inaccurate behaviour of FD methods with parameters and variables varying within extremely different ranges of values, typical for reasonably large DAE models. This implies that within badly-scaled DAE systems, there would be boundary cases where an ideal choice of δ j which
• does not violate inequality (7) for any variable x i at any time step t k
• is not small (not large) enough for avoiding numerical errors becomes practically difficult. In the considered benchmark, by applying FD-scheme of order one and two for different values of xi ∈ 10 −1 , 10 −5 and with T OL = 10 −12 , only less than 60%,70% of the numerical parameter sensitivities could be reproduced with E i,j < 0.01 ∀x i , p j using FD schemes of order 1,2 respectively. By applying FD-scheme of order four, no significant improvement is achieved.
CONCLUSION
This study encourages the employment of analytical techniques for computing parameter sensitivities of large-scale DAE-systems whenever possible, especially if accurate results of high-precision are effectively important. Inaccurate parameter sensitivities resulting from FD methods may cause some difficulties when performing mathematical applications. For instance termination criteria may not be satisfied by derivative-based optimization algorithms. Consequently, conclusions about parameter identifiability through Monte Carlo analysis of parameter estimation could be misleading. That is, FD methods should be avoided. Nevertheless, for hard-coded DAE-based simulators for which FD-schemes represent the best for computing parameter sensitivities, selection of FD settings need to be done with care. Even in this case, the accuracy can not be directly examined.
